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To keep up with the new Shopify API updates, we have made some changes to our 
existing Shopify connector and revamped the fulfillment flow in particular to provide 
our clients with a hassle-free experience.

One notable change in the recent API updates by Shopify is the removal of the 
fulfillment feature from its order API endpoint. Instead, it has been moved to the 
fulfillmentorder endpoint. This strategic shift allows for independent management of 
shipments and extends support for multiple inventory locations. The upgrade supports 
the oldest supported stable version, ie, 2022-07, with support for future stable versions 
as well. Embracing this update, we have updated our connector to seamlessly 
integrate with the new API endpoint, offering our clients improved functionality and 
enhanced capabilities. By embracing these API changes, we strive to empower our 
clients with a more streamlined fulfillment experience, enabling them to efficiently 
manage their shipments and leverage the benefits of multiple inventory locations.

This change essentialy means:

01
When an order is placed on shopify, fulfillmentorder(s) are created for 
the order depending on the number of items and their location 
configuration.

02 An order can contain items that are being shipped from different 
locations.

03 These items can be fulfilled separately for each location.

04
The Shopify connector supports this new change and will enable you to 
sync item fulfillments from Netsuite to Shopify using this API, enabling 
you to fulfill different items from different locations as per the Shopify 
order.

The changes made to the Shopify Connector in accordance with the API changes align 
with the customer centric policy of Folio3, ensuring the clients have the latest and most 
upgraded features at hand when they use our Shopify Connector. 

For more information, visit: netsuite.folio3.com


